
Capítulo 16: WBLM 
 
Vocabulario #1: Fill in the blank. 

#2: Listen to definitions. Multiple choice. 

#3: Reading passage. Write answers to questions. 

#4: Video clip. Identify who answered the questions in the interview. 

#5: Video clip. Associate characteristics with people interviewed. 

#6: Video clip. Associate statements with people interviewed. 

#7: Fill in. Use vocabulary related to italicized words in sentences. 

#8: Listening. M/C.  Choose correct ending for definition you hear. 

#9: Read passage and identify Spanish words that are true cognates. 

#11: Match endings to sentences based on picture. 

#16: Listening. Choose "CIERTO/FALSO/NO LO DICE." 

GRAMMAR 

*Review of Present 

Subjunctive  

 

*Subjunctive in 

Adjective Clauses 

 

 

 

*Subjunctive for  

Purpose/Contingency 

  

#10:  Fill in blanks with correct form of Present Subjunctive. 

 

 

#12: Write the correct form of Present Subjunctive.  (See pp. 476-477) 

#13: Complete with Subjunctive/Indicative + other necessary words.  

#24: Complete with Subjunctive or Indicative. 

#27: Write Indicative or Subjunctive form of verb in sentences. 

 

#14: Complete with verb in Subjunctive. 

#15: Complete with verb in Subjunctive. Choose from word bank. 

#17: Video. Write subjunctive forms and decide if sentences are 

        correct or not based on video conversation.   

#25: Select correct phrase of contingency/purpose for each sentence. 

#26: Write Indicative, Subjunctive or Infinitive of verb. 

#28: Write Indicative or Subjunctive form of verb in sentences. 

 

 

Un Poco de Todo #18: Complete with correct verb forms in indicative or subjunctive     

        /select correct word. PP = write the past participle of the verb.   

#19: Listening: Identify statements with Spain or the U.S. 

#20: Video clip. Identify statements with speaker.  

#21: Complete sentences in dialogue. Word bank. 

Cultura #22: Map. Identify countries. 

#23: Complete sentences. (Based in info in Lectura Cultural, p. 488) 

*Use the “save and exit” feature to do a little at a time. (You will need to click "submit" to actually 

see the correct answers. See the file on the student blog which explains this.) 

*Be sure to “submit” before the due date! 

*Use the “check my work” feature to make sure you are on the right track. 

*Use the “ask your instructor question” feature to email your instructor questions if you do not 

understand why an answer is wrong. 

 


